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The Curtain Club presents

“Angel Street”

by Patrick Hamilton

THE EVENING OF DECEMBER 2nd
8:30 p.m. :: Thompson Gay Auditorium

Director — D. L. HELFFERICH
Student Director — JANE EVERHART
Staging by HERMAN LINTNER
Lighting by JOE BEARDWOOD

CAST
(In order of appearance)

Mrs. Manningham, A bit confused ........................................... JONNI GRAF
Mr. Manningham, bitter and mysterious .......................... HOWARD ROBERTS
Nancy, cheeky and nineteen ................................................ MARJORIE PAYNTER
Elizabeth, cockney and efficient ......................................... SUSANNE DEITZ
Rough, middleaged detective ............................................... EMILE SCHMIDT
Bobbies, arms of law ............................................................ BURNETT EDDY RICHARD KISZONAS

The entire play occurs in a house on Angel Street, located in the Pimlico District of London.

The Time is 1880
ACT I — Late afternoon
ACT II — Immediately afterwards
ACT III — Later the same evening

COMMITTEES
It is impossible to list all those many wonderful people who are giving their time and effort to make each and every Curtain Club Production a success. Thank you everyone!

BUSINESS ................................................................. Leonard Abel
PROMPTER .......................................................... Rhoda Bluementhal
WARDROBE .......................................................... Barbara Crawford
ADVISOR .............................................................. Mrs. D. L. Helfferich
PROPERTIES ........................................................ Virginia Wilson
PUBLICITY ........................................................... Molly Hall
PROGRAM .......................................................... Mabel Faust and James Johnson
MAKE-UP ............................................................ Carol Lucas

(By arrangement with Samuel French, Inc.)